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Q1 – Background

Relative Valuation

• We value an asset based upon how similar assets are priced in the market

A prospective house buyer decides how much to pay for a house by looking at the prices 

paid for similar houses in the neighborhood

A potential investor in a stock tries to estimate its value by looking at the market pricing of 

“similar” stocks.



Q1 – Background

Pricing Houses

• If a 5 Bedroom house costs $100,000, what’s the price of a 4 Bedroom house?

• Multiple = $100,000 / 5 Bedroom = $20,000 / Bedroom

• $20,000 / Bedroom x 4 Bedrooms = $80,000

• If a 1000sqm house costs $100,000, what’s the price of a 500sqm house?

• Multiple = $100,000 / 1000sqm = $100/sqm

• $100/sqm x 500sqm = $50,000

• Is this an accurate way to Price Houses? 

• Assumes other prices are efficient and the house is similar 

• Prices may not be efficient

• This house might have different features (e.g. Location, age, type, number of stories)

• However it does give us a rough estimation of price
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Q1

What is the difference between a “comparable transaction” valuation and a 

“comparable companies” valuation? Which is more appropriate?



Q1 

• Define “Comparable transaction”

• Define “Comparable company” 

• What are the differences?

• Which is more appropriate?

Step 1 - Define Key Terms

Step 2 - Explain Answers
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Comparable company

• A company that is similar in characteristics to the reference company

• Provides us with a benchmark to price another company (excludes takeover premium)

• Uses current market prices 

Comparable transaction

• A transaction that took place between two companies that is similar in characteristics to 

the reference transaction

• Provides us a benchmark to price another transaction (includes takeover premium)

• Uses past market prices



Q1

Which is more appropriate?

• Are we pricing a transaction or a company?

• A transaction (Exxon is buying Mobil)

• Do we need to account for a takeover premium?

• Yes – (Exxon will need to pay more to buy the whole company)

• Can we use past market prices in our pricing? 

• Yes/No – (Have market conditions changed?)



Q1 – Oil prices



Q2

What might account for the substantial variation in the value of the Total 

Paid/Sales ratio for Amoco, Texaco and Conoco?



Q2 - Accounting for differences in Total Paid/Sales ratio?

• Time of transaction

• Market conditions and competitive environment at time of transaction

• Company specific factors

• Different assets e.g. ownership of oil reserves, production facilities

• Capital structure/debt 

• Different efficiency/profitability/cost of oil extraction 

• Different accounting principles or governance structures

• Transaction specific factors

• Synergies of merger

• Growth options

• Cost savings and economies of scale 



Q3

Why might Amoco have been taken over for 22.46 times its net income whilst 

Conoco was taken over for just 7.6 times its net income?



Q3 

• Time of transaction

• Market conditions and competitive environment at time of transaction

• Company specific factors

• Different assets e.g. ownership of oil reserves, production facilities

• Capital structure/debt 

• Different efficiency/profitability/cost of oil extraction 

• Different accounting principles or governance structures

• Transaction specific factors

• Synergies of merger

• Growth options

• Cost savings and economies of scale 



Q4

In the example provided, the average value of the three reference companies 

is chosen as the benchmark. Under what circumstances might one choose a 

different benchmark (e.g., why not use the highest value)? 
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Why use the average as the benchmark?

• Because its an average! 

• It is representative of the whole group

Under what circumstances would we choose a different benchmark?

• Average may include outliers (i.e. companies that are not very comparable)

• Might be better to use fewer companies (i.e. exclude outliers)

Is there a better benchmark? 

• Use fewer companies that are more comparable as the benchmark
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What might have been the reasons Exxon paid tens of billions more for Mobil 

than the highest transaction multiple suggested was appropriate?
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• Time of transaction

• Different market conditions and competitive environment at time of transaction

• Company specific factors

• Different assets e.g. ownership of oil reserves, production facilities

• Capital structure/debt 

• Different efficiency/profitability/cost of oil extraction 

• Different accounting principles or governance structures

• Transaction specific factors

• Synergies of merger

• Growth options

• Cost savings and economies of scale 



Q6

What are the strengths/weaknesses of the relative valuation approach when 

compared against the discounted cash flow valuation method?



Q6

• Define “Relative Valuation”

• Define “DCF Valuation” 

• What are the strengths/weaknesses?

Step 1 - Define Key Terms

Step 2 - Explain Answers
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Relative Valuation

• We value an asset based upon how similar assets are priced in the market

DCF Valuation 

• We value an asset by calculating its expected cash flows and discounting them to the 

present using the required rate of return
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Relative Valuation

• Pros

• Market based

• Relativity

• Quick and convenient

• Current

• Cons

• Market based

• Reliant on finding comparable companies

• Company specific issues
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DCF Valuation 

• Pros 

• Fundamental analysis

• Market independent

• Self-sufficient

• Flexibility

• Cons

• Dependence on financial projections 

• Sensitivity to assumptions 

• Significant reliance on terminal value 

• Assumes constant capital structure



Q7

Apple Inc has been referenced repeatedly in lectures. Which reference 

companies would you use in a relative valuation exercise for Apple? What 

issues would you face? Would it be better to undertake a DCF analysis? Why 

or why not?
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Is the market efficient?

• Yes/No 

Can you identify comparable companies?

• Just do the FAANG ……. Are they really comparable?
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Thank you!


